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FLOW POLYTOPES OF SIGNED GRAPHS AND THE KOSTANT PARTITION
FUNCTION
KAROLA ME´SZA´ROS AND ALEJANDRO H. MORALES
Abstract. We establish the relationship between volumes of flow polytopes associated to signed
graphs and the Kostant partition function. A special case of this relationship, namely, when the
graphs are signless, has been studied in detail by Baldoni and Vergne using techniques of residues.
In contrast with their approach, we provide entirely combinatorial proofs inspired by the work of
Postnikov and Stanley on flow polytopes. As a fascinating special family of flow polytopes, we study
the Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytopes. Motivated by the beautiful volume formula
∏n−2
k=1 Cat(k) for
the type An version, where Cat(k) is the kth Catalan number, we introduce type Cn+1 and Dn+1
Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytopes along with intriguing conjectures pertaining to their properties.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we use combinatorial techniques to establish the relationship between volumes of
flow polytopes associated to signed graphs and the Kostant partition function. Our techniques
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yield a systematic method for computing volumes of flow polytopes associated to signed graphs.
We study special families of polytopes in detail, such as the Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytope [8] and
certain type Cn+1 and Dn+1 analogues of it. We also give several intriguing conjectures for their
volume.
Our results on flow polytopes associated to signed graphs and the Kostant partition function
specialize to the results of Baldoni and Vergne, in which they established the connection between
type An flow polytopes and the Kostant partition function [2, 4]. Baldoni and Vergne use residue
techniques, while in their unpublished work Postnikov and Stanley took a combinatorial approach
[19, 20]. In our study of type An as well as type Cn+1 and Dn+1 flow polytopes we establish the
above mentioned connections by entirely combinatorial methods.
Traditionally, flow polytopes are associated to loopless (and signless) graphs in the following way.
Let G be a graph on the vertex set [n+ 1], and let in(e) denote the smallest (initial) vertex of edge
e and fin(e) the biggest (final) vertex of edge e. Think of fluid flowing on the edges of G from the
smaller to the bigger vertices, so that the total fluid volume entering vertex 1 is one and leaving
vertex n+ 1 is one, and there is conservation of fluid at the intermediate vertices. Formally, a flow
f of size one on G is a function f : E → R≥0 from the edge set E of G to the set of nonnegative
real numbers such that
1 =
∑
e∈E(G),in(e)=1
f(e) =
∑
e∈E(G),fin(e)=n+1
f(e),
and for 2 ≤ i ≤ n ∑
e∈E(G),fin(e)=i
f(e) =
∑
e∈E(G),in(e)=i
f(e).
The flow polytope FG associated to the graph G is the set of all flows f : E → R≥0 of size
one. A fascinating example is the flow polytope FKn+1 of the complete graph Kn+1, which is also
called the Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytope CRY An [8] (Chan, Robbins and Yuen defined it in terms
of matrices), and has kept the combinatorial community in its magic grip since its volume is equal
to
∏n−2
k=0 Cat(k), where Cat(k) =
1
k+1
(
2k
k
)
is the kth Catalan number. This was proved analytically
by Zeilberger [22], but there is no combinatorial proof for this volume formula.
In their unpublished work [19, 20] Postnikov and Stanley discovered the following remarkable
connection between the volume of the flow polytope and the Kostant partition function KG:
Theorem 6.2 ([19, 20]). Given a loopless (signless) connected graph G on the vertex set [n + 1],
let di = indegG(i)−1, for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}. Then, the normalized volume vol(FG) of the flow polytope
FG associated to the graph G is
(1.1) vol(FG) = KG(0, d2, . . . , dn,−
n∑
i=2
di).
The notation indegG(i) stands for the indegree of vertex i in the graph G and KG denotes the
Kostant partition function associated to graph G.
In light of Theorem 6.2, Zeilberger’s result about the volume of the Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytope
CRY An can be stated as:
(1.2) KKn−1(1, 2, . . . , n− 2,−
(
n−1
2
)
) =
∏n−2
k=1 Cat(k).
Recall that the Kostant partition function KG evaluated at the vector a ∈ Zn+1 is defined
as
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(1.3) KG(a) = #{(bk)k∈[N ] |
∑
k∈[N ]
bkak = a and bk ∈ Z≥0},
where [N ] = {1, 2, . . . , N} and {{a1, . . . ,aN}} is the multiset of vectors corresponding to the
multiset of edges of G under the correspondence which associates an edge (i, j), i < j, of G with a
positive type An root ei − ej , where ei is the ith standard basis vector in Rn+1.
In other words, KG(a) is the number of ways to write the vector a as a N-linear combination of
the positive type An roots (with possible multiplicities) corresponding to the edges of G, without
regard to order. Note that for KG(a) to be nonzero, the partial sums of the coordinates of a have
to satisfy a1 + . . .+ ai ≥ 0, i ∈ [n], and a1 + . . .+ an+1 = 0. Also, KG(a) has the following formal
generating series:
(1.4)
∑
a∈Zn+1
KG(a)x
a1
1 · · ·xan+1n+1 =
∏
(i,j)∈E(G)
(1− xix−1j )−1.
While endowed with combinatorial meaning, Kostant partition functions were introduced in and are
a vital part of representation theory. For instance for classical Lie algebras, weight multiplicities and
tensor product multiplicities (e.g., Littlewood-Richardson coefficients) can be expressed in terms
of the Kostant partition function (see [9, 13] and Steinberg’s formula in [14, Sec. 24.4]). Kostant
partition functions also come up in toric geometry and approximation theory. A salient feature of
KG(a) is that it is a piecewise quasipolynomial function in a if G is fixed [10, 21].
We generalize Theorem 6.2 to establish the connection between flow polytopes associated to
loopless signed graphs and a dynamic Kostant partition function KdynG (a) with the following
formal generating series:
(1.5)
∑
a∈Zn+1
KdynG (a)x
a1
1 · · ·xan+1n+1 =
∏
(i,j,−)∈E(G)
(1− xix−1j )−1
∏
(i,j,+)∈E(G)
(1− xi − xj)−1,
where G is a signed graph. By a signed graph we mean a graph where each edge has a positive or
a negative sign associated to it. A signless graph can be thought of as a signed graph where all
edges have a negative sign associated to them. The definition of a flow polytope associated to a
signed graph generalizes the case of flow polytopes associated to signless graphs and can be found
in Section 2.
We develop a systematic method for calculating volumes of flow polytopes of signed graphs.
There are several ways to state and specialize our results; we highlight the next theorem as perhaps
the most appealing special case.
Theorem 6.17. Given a loopless connected signed graph G on the vertex set [n + 1], let di =
indegG(i) − 1 for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, where indegG(i) is the indegree of vertex i. The normalized
volume vol(FG) of the flow polytope FG associated to graph G is
vol(FG) = KdynG (0, d2, . . . , dn, dn+1),
where KdynG has the generating series given in Equation (1.5).
Inspired by the intriguing CRY An polytope, we introduce its type Cn+1 and Dn+1 analogues,
CRY Cn+1 and CRYDn+1, prove that their number of vertices are 3
n and 3n−2n, respectively and
we conjecture the following.
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Conjecture 7.12. The normalized volumes of the type C and type D analogues CRY Cn+1 and
CRYDn+1 of the Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytope CRY An are
vol(CRY Cn+1) = 2
(n−1)2+n
n−1∏
k=0
Cat(k),
vol(CRYDn+1) = 2
(n−1)2
n−1∏
k=0
Cat(k),
where Cat(k) = 1k+1
(
2k
k
)
is the kth Catalan number.
Outline: In the first part of this paper we introduce flow polytopes associated to signed graphs
and characterize their vertices. In Section 2 the necessary background on signed graphs, Kostant
partition functions and flows is given. We also define flow polytopes associated to signed graphs
and remark that their Ehrhart functions can be expressed in terms of Kostant partition functions.
In Section 3 we give a characterization of the vertices of flow polytopes associated to signed graphs,
and prove that the vertices of a special family of flow polytopes associated to signed graphs are
integral, noting that in general this is not the case. As an application of the results from this
section we find nice formulas for the number of vertices of the type Cn and Dn generalizations of
the Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytope.
The second part of the paper is about subdivisions of flow polytopes. In Section 4 we show
that certain operations on graphs, called reduction rules, are a way of encoding subdivisions of
flow polytopes. Using the reduction rules, in Section 5 we state and prove the Subdivision Lemma,
which is a key ingredient of our subsequent explorations. The Subdivision Lemma gives a hands-on
way of subdividing, and eventually triangulating, flow polytopes.
The last part of the paper is about using the subdivision of flow polytopes to compute their
volumes. In Section 6 we use the Subdivision Lemma to prove Theorems 6.2 and 6.17: namely that
the volume of a flow polytope is equal to a value of the dynamic Kostant partition function. To
do the above, we introduce the dynamic Kostant partition function in this section. The dynamic
Kostant partition function specializes to the Kostant partition function in the case of signless graphs
and has a nice and simple generating function, just like the Kostant partition function. We apply
the above results in Section 7 to the study of volumes of the Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytope and its
various generalizations. We conclude our chapter with several intriguing conjectures on the volumes
of the type Cn and Dn generalizations of the Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytope.
Supplementary code for calculating the volume of flow polytopes and for evaluating the (dynamic)
Kostant partition function is available at the site:
http://sites.google.com/site/flowpolytopes/
Acknowledgements. We thank Alexander Postnikov and Richard Stanley for encouraging us to
work on this problem, and for discussions. We also thank Federico Ardila for his enthusiasm for
our work and several suggestions and Olivier Bernardi for helpful comments.
2. Signed graphs, Kostant partition functions, and flows
In this section we define the concepts of graphs, Kostant partition functions and flows, all in
the signed universe. One can think of these as the generalization of these concepts’ signless
counterparts from the type An (signless) root system to other types, such as Cn+1 and Dn+1. We
also define general flow polytopes, which are a main object of this paper. We conclude the section
by giving simple properties of these polytopes and giving examples of the main flow polytopes we
study.
Throughout this section, the graphs G on the vertex set [n+1] that we consider are signed, that is
there is a sign  ∈ {+,−} assigned to each of its edges. We allow loops and multiple edges. The sign
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e1 − e3
e2 − e3
e1 + e2 2e2
e1 − e2
MG =
 1 1 1 0 0−1 1 0 2 1
0 0 −1 0 −1

FG(a) = {b ∈ R5≥0 |MGb = a}
b4
b1
b2
b3
b5
a1 a2 a3
(a)
1
4
1
4
1
2 3
4
3
21 3 −2
(b)
Figure 1. (a) A signed graph G on three vertices and the positive roots associated
with each of the five edges. The columns of the matrix MG correspond to these roots.
The flow polytope FG(a) consists of the flows b ∈ R4≥0 such that MGb = a where
a is the netflow vector. The Kostant partition function KG(a) counts the lattice
points of FG(a), the number of ways of obtaining a as a N-integer combination of
the roots associated to G.
(b) A nonnegative flow on G with netflow vector a = (1, 3,−2). The flows on the
edges are in blue. Note that the total flow on the positive edges is 14 +
3
4 = 1 =
1
2(1 + 3−2).
of a loop is always +, and a loop at vertex i is denoted by (i, i,+). Denote by (i, j,−) and (i, j,+),
i < j, a negative and a positive edge between vertices i and j, respectively. A positive edge, that is
an edge labeled by +, is positively incident, or, incident with a positive sign, to both of its
endpoints. A negative edge is positively incident to its smaller vertex and negatively incident to
its greater endpoint. See Figure 3 for an example of the incidences. Denote by mij the multiplicity
of edge (i, j, ) in G, i ≤ j,  ∈ {+,−}. To each edge (i, j, ), i ≤ j, of G, associate the positive
type Cn+1 root v(i, j, ), where v(i, j,−) = ei − ej and v(i, j,+) = ei + ej . Let {{a1, . . . ,aN}} be
the multiset of vectors corresponding to the multiset of edges of G (i.e., ak = v(ek)). Note that
N =
∑
1≤i≤j≤n+1(m
−
ij +m
+
ij).
The Kostant partition function KG evaluated at the vector a ∈ Zn+1 is defined as
KG(a) = #{(bk)k∈[N ] |
∑
k∈[N ]
bkak = a and bk ∈ Z≥0}.
That is, KG(a) is the number of ways to write the vector a as an N-linear combination of the
positive type Cn+1 roots corresponding to the edges of G, without regard to order.
Example 2.1. For the signed graph G in Figure 1(a), KG(1, 3,−2) = 3, since (1, 3,−2) = (e1 −
e3) + (2e2) + (e2 − e3) = (e1 + e2) + 2(e2 − e3) = (e1 − e2) + (2e2) + 2(e2 − e3).
Just like in the type An case, we would like to think of the vector (bi)i∈[N ] as a flow. For this we
here give a precise definition of flows in the type Cn+1 case, of which type An is of course a special
case.
Let G be a signed graph on the vertex set [n+ 1]. Let {{e1, . . . , eN}} be the multiset of edges of
G, and SG := {{a1, . . . ,aN}} the multiset of positive type Cn+1 roots corresponding to the multiset
of edges of G. Also, let MG be the (n+ 1)×N matrix whose columns are the vectors in SG. Fix
an integer vector a = (a1, . . . , an, an+1) ∈ Zn+1.
An a-flow fG on G is a vector fG = (bk)k∈[N ], bk ∈ R≥0 such that MGfG = a. That is, for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1, we have
(2.2)
∑
e∈E(G),inc(e,v)=−
b(e) + av =
∑
e∈E(G),inc(e,v)=+
b(e) +
∑
e=(v,v,+)
b(e),
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where b(ek) = bk, inc(e, v) = − if e = (g, v,−), g < v, and inc(e, v) = + if e = (g, v,+), g < v, or
e = (v, j, ), v < j, and  ∈ {+,−}.
Example 2.3. Figure 1(b) shows a signed graph G with three vertices with flow assigned to each
edge. The netflow is a = (1, 3,−2)
Call b(e) the flow assigned to edge e of G. If the edge e is negative, one can think of b(e) units
of fluid flowing on e from its smaller to its bigger vertex. If the edge e is positive, then one can
think of b(e) units of fluid flowing away both from e’s smaller and bigger vertex to “infinity.” Edge
e is then a “leak” taking away 2b(e) units of fluid.
From the above explanation it is clear that if we are given an a-flow fG such that
(2.4)
n+1∑
i=1
ai = 2y,
for some positive integer y then
∑
e=(i,j,+) b(e) = y.
An integer a-flow fG on G is an a-flow fG = (bi)i∈[N ], with bi ∈ Z≥0. It is a matter of
checking the definitions to see that for a signed graph G on the vertex set [n + 1] and vector
a = (a1, . . . , an, an+1) ∈ Zn+1, the number of integer a-flows on G is given by the Kostant partition
function, as highlighted in the next remark.
Remark 2.5. Given a signed graph G on the vertex set [n+ 1] and a vector a = (a1, . . . , an, an+1) ∈
Zn+1, the integer a-flows are in bijection with ways of writing a as a nonnegative linear combination
of the roots associated to the edges of G. Thus #{integer a-flows} = KG(a).
Define the flow polytope FG(a) associated to a signed graph G on the vertex set [n+1] and the
integer vector a = (a1, . . . , an+1) as the set of all a-flows fG onG, i.e., FG = {fG ∈ RN≥0 |MGfG = a}.
The flow polytope FG(a) then naturally lives in RN , where N is the number of edges of G.
Recall that SG denotes the multiset of N vectors corresponding to the edges of G and assume
they span an r-dimensional space. Let C(SG) be the cone generated by the vectors in SG. A vector
a is in the interior of C(SG) if and only if a can be expressed as a =
∑N
i=1 biai where bi > 0 for all i
[11, Lemma 1.46.]. If a is in the interior of C(SG), the dimension of FG(a) can be easily determined
[2, Sec. 1.1.].
Proposition 2.6 ([2]). The flow polytope FG(a) is empty if a 6∈ C(SG) and if a is in the interior
of C(SG) then dim(FG(a)) = N − r. This is also the dimension of the kernel of MG.
Remark 2.7. For a signed connected graphG with vertex set [n+1] andN edges, if a is in the interior
of C(SG), then dim(FG(a)) = #E(G)−#V (G) + 1 = N −n if G only has negative edges (since SG
spans the hyperplane x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xn+1 = 0), and dim(FG(a)) = #E(G)−#V (G) = N − n− 1
otherwise.
Recall that given a polytope P ⊂ RN , the tth dilate of P is tP = {(tx1, . . . , txN ) | (x1, . . . , xN ) ∈
P}. The number of lattice points of tP, where t is a nonnegative integer and P is a convex polytope,
is given by the Ehrhart function LP(t). If P has (rational) integral vertices then LP(t) is a (quasi)
polynomial (for background on the theory of Ehrhart polynomials see [6]). From the definition of
the Ehrhart function and the Kostant partition function it follows that
(2.8) LFG(a)(t) = KG(ta).
Recall also that given two polytopes P1 and P2, their Minkowski sum is P1 + P2 = {v1 + v1 |
v1 ∈ P1, v2 ∈ P2}. For a flow polytope FG(a) where G is a signed graph on the vertex set [n + 1]
and a ∈ Zn+1, we have that FG(a) is the Minkowski sum:
(2.9) FG(a) = yFG(2e1) +
n∑
i=1
(ai − 2yδ1,i)FG(ei − en+1),
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2
1 −1 1 −1 2 2
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v)
Figure 2. Graphs and netflow whose flow polytopes are: (i), (ii) simplices and
(iii),(iv),(v) instances of CRY An, CRYDn and CRY Cn.
since a = y(2e1)+
∑n
i=1(ai−2yδ1,i)(ei−en+1), where δ1,i is the Kronecker delta and 2y =
∑n+1
i=1 ai.
By (2.4), the flow polytopes FG(ei − en+1) consists of flows with zero flow on the positive edges
of G. Thus we can regard FG(ei−en+1) as a type An flow polytope on the signless graph obtained
from G by disregarding its positive edges (we can also ignore the negative edges (a, b,−) a < b < i
since they also have zero flow). Such type An flow polytopes have been widely studied [1, 2, 11]
and we discuss their volumes in Section 6.1. The remaining polytope in the Minkowski sum (2.9),
FG(2e1), in general will consist of flows with one unit of flow on the positive edges. The volume of
such type Dn+1 polytopes will be studied in Section 6.2.
Finally, we give the main examples of the flow polytopes we study (see Figure 2):
Examples 2.10.
(i) Let G be the graph with vertices {1, 2} and edges (1, 2,−) with multiplicity m12; and let
a = (1,−1). Then FG(1,−1) is an (m12 − 1)-dimensional simplex.
(ii) Let G be the signed graph with one vertex {1} and loops (1, 1,+) with multiplicity m11;
and let a = 2. Then FG(2) is an (m11 − 1)-dimensional simplex.
(iii) Let G = Kn+1 be the complete graph with n+1 vertices (all edges (i, j,−) 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n+1)
and a = e1 − en+1. Then FKn+1(e1 − en+1) is the type An Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytope
or CRY An [7, 8]. Such polytope is a face of the Birkhoff polytope of all n × n doubly
stochastic matrices. It has dimension
(
n
2
)
, 2n−1 vertices, and Zeilberger [22] showed that
its normalized volume is vol(CRY An) =
∏n−2
k=0 Cat(k) where Cat(k) =
1
k+1
(
2k
k
)
is the kth
Catalan number.
(iv) Let G = KDn be the complete signed graph with n vertices (all edges (i, j,±) 1 ≤ i <
j ≤ n) and a = 2e1. Then CRYDn = FKDn (2e1) is a type Dn analogue of CRY An. We
show it is integral (see Theorem 3.11) with dimension n(n − 2) and 3n−1 − 2n−1 vertices
(see Proposition 3.14). We conjecture (see Conjecture 7.12) that its normalized volume is
2(n−2)2 · vol(CRY An).
(v) Let G = KCn be the complete signed graph with n vertices and with loops (i, i,+) corre-
sponding to the type C positive roots 2ei. Then CRY Cn = FKCn (2e1) is a type Cn analogue
of CRY An. We show it is integral (see Theorem 3.11) with dimension n(n − 2) and 3n−1
vertices (see Proposition 3.15). We conjecture (see Conjecture 7.12) that its normalized
volume is 2n−1 · vol(CRYDn).
3. The vertices of the flow polytope FG(a)
3.1. Vertices of FG(a). In this section we characterize the vertices of the flow polytope FG(a).
Remarkably, if G is a graph with only negative edges, then for any integer vector a the vertices of
FG(a) are integer. Such a statement is not true for signed graphs G in general. However, we show,
using our characterization of the vertices of FG(a) that for special integer vectors a the vertices
of FG(a) are integer. As an application of our vertex characterization, we show that the numbers
of vertices of the type Cn+1 and type Dn+1 analogues of the Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytope from
Examples 2.10 (iv),(v) are 3n and 3n − 2n, respectively.
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That the vertices of FG(a) are integer for any signless graph G and any integer vector a follows
from the fact that the matrix MG, whose columns are the positive type A roots associated to the
edges of G, is totally unimodular. However, as mentioned above, for signed graphs G the polytope
FG(a) does not always have integer vertices as the following simple example shows.
Example 3.1. Let G be the graph −
+
the flow polytope FG(1, 0) is a zero dimensional polytope
with a vertex (1/2, 1/2).
In the rest of the section G denotes a signed graph. Recall that we defined a-flows to be
nonnegative. In this section we use the term nonzero signed 0-flow to refer to a flow where we
allow flows to be negative or positive or zero (as signified by signed), which is not zero everywhere
(signified by nonzero) and where the netflow is 0.
Lemma 3.2. An a-flow fG on G is a vertex of FG(a) if and only if there is no nonzero signed
0-flow f G such that fG − f G and fG + f G are flows on G.
Lemma 3.2 follows from definitions, but since it is the starting point of the characterization of
the vertices of FG(a), we include a proof for clarity.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. If there is a nonzero signed 0-flow f G such that fG − f G and fG + f G are flows
on G (and thus a-flows on G), then
fG = ((fG − f G) + (fG + f G))/2,
so fG is not a vertex of FG(a).
If fG is not a vertex of FG(a), then fG can be written as
fG = (f
1
G + f
2
G)/2,
for some a-flows f1G and f
2
G on G. Thus,
f1G = fG − f G
and
f2G = fG + f

G,
for some nonzero signed 0-flow f G. 
Lemma 3.3. There is a nonzero signed 0-flow f G such that fG − f G and fG + f G are flows on G if
and only if there is a nonzero signed 0-flow f G on G whose support is contained in the support of
fG.
Proof. One implication is trivial, and the other one follows by observing that given a nonzero signed
0-flow f G on G whose support is contained in the support of fG, we can obtain another nonzero
signed 0-flow f 
′
G on G whose support is contained in the support of fG such that the absolute value
of the values f 
′
G(e), for edges e ∈ G, is arbitrarily small, by simply letting f 
′
G = f

G/M, for some
large value of M . Thus if there is a nonzero signed 0-flow f G on G whose support is contained in
the support of fG, then we can construct a nonzero signed 0-flow f
′
G such that fG− f 
′
G and fG + f
′
G
are flows on G. 
Corollary 3.4. An a-flow fG on G is a vertex of FG(a) if and only if there is no nonzero signed
0-flow f G on G whose support is contained in the support of fG.
Proof. Corollary 3.4 follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
Lemma 3.5. If H ⊂ G is the support of a nonzero signed 0-flow f G, then H contains no vertices
of degree 1.
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Figure 3. Regardless of how we order the edges above to form a cycle, the number
of turns in the cycle will be 1 in (a) and even in (b). Thus, the resulting cycle in
(a) is odd and in (b) is even.
Proof. If H contained a degree 1 vertex, f G with support H could not be a 0-flow. 
A cycle C is a sequence of oriented edges e1, . . . , ek such that the second vertex of ei is the first
vertex of ei+1 for i ∈ [k] and with k+ 1 identified with 1. The number of turns in C is the number
of times two consecutive edges meet at a vertex of C such that the edges of C are incident with the
same sign to that vertex (repetition of vertices allowed). A cycle C of the graph G is called even
if it has an even number of turns and odd otherwise. See Figure 3.
Lemma 3.6. Given a set of edges which can be ordered to yield a cycle C, the parity of the number
of turns of C is the same as that of any other cycle that the edges can be ordered to give.
We leave the proof of Lemma 3.6 as an exercise to the reader. For examples see Figures 3(a)
and 3(b).
Lemma 3.7. If H ⊂ G is the support of a nonzero signed 0-flow f G, then H contains an even
cycle.
Proof. Since by Lemma 3.5 H contains no vertices of degree 1, each edge of H is contained in at
least one cycle. Let k be the number of linearly independent cycles in H in the binary cycle space.
If k = 1 and the nonzero signed 0-flow f G has support H, then it follows by inspection that H is
an even cycle. If k > 1 and the nonzero signed 0-flow f G has support H, let P ⊂ H be a path such
that H−P contains k−1 linearly independent cycles and no vertices of degree 1. If P is contained
in an even cycle in H, then we are done. If P is not contained in an even cycle of H, then there
are two paths C1 and C2 in H such that P + C1 and P + C2 are cycles, but not even. Inspection
shows that the cycle C1 + C2 is even. 
Lemma 3.8. If C ⊂ G is an even cycle, then there exists a nonzero signed 0-flow f G with support
C.
Proof. Set f G(e) = 0 for e ∈ G−C and f G(e) ∈ {+,−} for e ∈ C. Note that since C is even there
will be two such nonzero signed 0-flows f G. 
Lemma 3.9. There is a nonzero signed 0-flow f G on G whose support is contained in the support
of the a-flow fG if and only if the support of fG contains an even cycle.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7 if there is a nonzero signed 0-flow f G on G with support H, then H contains
an even cycle. Thus, in particular, if there is a nonzero signed 0-flow f G on G whose support is
contained in the support of fG, then the support of fG contains an even cycle. Conversely, by
Lemma 3.8 if C is an even cycle contained in the support of fG, then there is a nonzero signed
0-flow f G on G whose support is C, and thus contained in the support of fG. 
Theorem 3.10. An a-flow fG on G is a vertex of FG(a) if and only if the support of fG contains
no even cycle.
Proof. Corollary 3.4 and Lemma 3.9 imply the statement of Theorem 3.10. 
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vkv1 v2 v3 vk−1
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(a)
v1 v2 v3 vkvk−1vk−2
(b)
Figure 4. Illustration of forms (i) and (ii) of Proposition 3.12
Theorem 3.11. If a = (2, 0, . . . , 0), then the vertices of FG(a) are integer. In particular, the set
of vertices of FG(a) is a subset of the set of integer a-flows on G.
By Theorem 3.10, in order to prove Theorem 3.11, it suffices to show that if the support of
the (2, 0, . . . , 0)-flow fG contains no even cycle, then fG is an integer flow. To achieve this, we
characterize all possible odd cycles with no even subcycles in the support of a (2, 0, . . . , 0)-flow fG.
By a subcycle C ′ of a cycle C we mean a cycle C ′ whose edges are a subset of the edges of C.
Proposition 3.12. A cycle C contained in the support of a (2, 0, . . . , 0)-flow fG contains no even
subcycles if and only if its set of edges is of one of the three following forms:
(i) {(v1, v2,−), . . . , (vk−1, vk,−)} ∪ {(w1, w2,−), . . . , (wl−1, wl,−)} ∪ {(wl, vk,+)}, where v1 =
w1, 2 ≤ k, l and v1, . . . , vk, w2, . . . , wl are distinct. See Figure 4(a).
(ii) {(v1, v2,−), . . . , (vk−1, vk,−)}∪{(v1, vk,+)}, where v1, . . . , vk are distinct. See Figure 4(b).
(iii) {(v1, v1,+)}
Proof. One direction is trivial.
To prove the other direction, let G′ be the support of fG. Observe that all vertices in G′ must
have a negative edge incident to them in order for the netflow to be 0 at all but the first vertex,
unless G′ is simply a loop at vertex 1. Note that a cycle with only negative edges is even. Note that
a path of negative edges (which is not a cycle) can be contracted without affecting the parity of the
number of turns of a cycle. The above observations together are sufficient to prove the non-trivial
direction of the proposition. 
Proof of Theorem 3.11. Suppose that the (2, 0, . . . , 0)-flow fG is a vertex of FG(2, 0, . . . , 0). Let G′
be the support of fG. Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 3.12 imply that G
′ contains exactly one cycle
C which contains no even subcycle and whose smallest vertex is v. If v = 1 then G′ = C and if
v > 1 then G′ is the union of C and a path (1, z1,−), (z1, z2,−), . . . , (zm, v,−). In both cases it is
evident that the flow fG has to be integer in order to be a (2, 0, . . . , 0)-flow. 
Note that the proof of Theorem 3.11 characterizes all vertices of FG(2, 0, . . . , 0) very concretely.
We summarize the results in Theorem 3.13.
Theorem 3.13. A (2, 0, . . . , 0)-flow fG on G is a vertex of FG((2, 0, . . . , 0)) if and only if it is the
unique integer (2, 0, . . . , 0)-flow on G with support of one of the following forms:
(i) {(v1, v2,−), . . . , (vk−1, vk,−)} ∪ {(w1, w2,−), . . . , (wl−1, wl,−)} ∪ {(wl, vk,+)}, where v1 =
w1 = 1, 2 ≤ k, l and v1, . . . , vk, w2, . . . , wl are distinct.
(ii) {(1, z1,−), (z1, z2,−), . . . , (zm, v1,−)} ∪ {(v1, v2,−), . . . , (vk−1, vk,−)}∪
∪{(w1, w2,−), . . . , (wl−1, wl,−)} ∪ {(wl, vk,+)}, where v1 = w1, 2 ≤ k, l and v1, . . . , vk,
w2, . . . , wl are distinct.
(iii) {(v1, v2,−), . . . , (vk−1, vk,−)} ∪ {(v1, vk,+)}, where 1 = v1, . . . , vk are distinct.
(iv) {(1, z1,−), (z1, z2,−), . . . , (zm, v1,−)}∪{(v1, v2,−), . . . , (vk−1, vk,−)}∪{(v1, vk,+)}, where
v1, . . . , vk are distinct.
(v) {(v1, v1,+)}
(vi) {(1, z1,−), (z1, z2,−), . . . , (zm, v1,−)} ∪ {(v1, v1,+)}
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3.2. Vertices of the type Dn+1 and type Cn+1 Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytope. Theorem
3.13 gives a hands-on characterization of the vertices of any type Dn+1 and type Cn+1 flow polytope.
In this section we show how to use it to count the number of vertices of the type Cn+1 and type
Dn+1 Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytopes CRYDn+1 and CRY Cn+1.
Recall that the flow polytope FKn+1(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1) of the complete graph Kn+1 from Exam-
ples 2.10 (iii) is the Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytope CRY An [8]. One way to generalize CRY An is
to consider the complete signed graphs in type Cn+1 and type Dn+1 (see Examples 2.10 (iv), (v)).
Let KDn+1 be the complete signed graph on n + 1 vertices of type Dn+1 (all edges of the form
(i, j,±) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n+ 1 corresponding to all the positive roots ei ± ej for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n+ 1
in type Dn+1). Then the polytope CRYDn+1 = FKDn+1(2, 0, . . . , 0) is an analogue of the Chan-
Robbins-Yuen polytope. The vector (2, 0, . . . , 0) is the highest root of type Cn+1, and we pick this
vector as opposed to the highest root of type Dn+1, because we would like the vertices of CRYDn+1
to be integral. If we were to study FKDn+1(1, 1, 0, . . . , 0), where (1, 1, 0, . . . , 0) is the highest root of
type Dn+1, the vertices of this polytope would not be integral (for example, two of the seventeen
vertices of the flow polytope FDK4(1, 1, 0, 0) are rational). Note that any signed graph on the vertex
set [n+ 1], including KDn+1, can be considered a type Cn+1 graph, so that the choice of the highest
root of Cn+1 is not unnatural.
Let KCn+1 be the complete signed graph together with loops (i, i,+), 1 ≤ i ≤ n+1, corresponding
to the type Cn+1 positive roots 2ei and let CRY Cn+1 = FKCn+1(2, 0, . . . , 0).
Proposition 3.14. The polytope CRYDn+1 has 3
n − 2n vertices.
Proof. We prove the statement by induction. The base of induction is clear. Suppose that CRYDn
has 3n−1− 2n−1 vertices. Using Theorem 3.13 we see that the vertices of CRYDn+1 have to be the
unique integer (2, 0, . . . , 0)-flows on G with support of the form:
• {(1, i,−)} ∪ S(i, n + 1), where 2 ≤ i ≤ n and S(i, n + 1) is the support of a vertex of
CRYDn+2−i where we consider the flow graph of CRYDn+2−i to be on the vertex set
{i, i+ 1, . . . , n+ 1}.
• {(v1, v2,−), . . . , (vk−1, vk,−)} ∪ {(w1, w2,−), . . . , (wl−1, wl,−)} ∪ {(wl, vk,+)}, where v1 =
w1 = 1, 2 ≤ k, l and v1, . . . , vk, w2, . . . , wl are distinct.
• {(v1, v2,−), . . . , (vk−1, vk,−)} ∪ {(v1, vk,+)}, where 1 = v1, . . . , vk are distinct.
Call the supports of the above forms of type I, II and II, respectively.
By induction, the number of vertices of CRYDn+1 of type I is
n∑
i=2
(3n+1−i − 2n+1−i).
By inspection, the number of vertices of CRYDn+1 of type II is∑
1<i<j≤n+1
(3i−22j−i−1).
Finally, the number of vertices of CRYDn+1 of type III is
n+1∑
i=2
2i−2.
It is a matter of simple algebra to show that
n∑
i=2
(3n+1−i − 2n+1−i) +
∑
1<i<j≤n+1
(3i−22j−i−1) +
n+1∑
i=2
2i−2 = 3n − 2n.

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Proposition 3.15. The polytope CRY Cn+1 has 3
n vertices.
Proof. Using Theorem 3.13 we see that the set of vertices of CRY Cn+1 is equal to the set of vertices
of CRYDn+1 together with the vertices which are the unique integer (2, 0, . . . , 0)-flows on G with
support of the form:
• {(v1, v1,+)}
• {(1, z1,−), (z1, z2,−), . . . , (zm, v1,−)} ∪ {(v1, v1,+)}
By Proposition 3.14 the number of vertices of CRYDn+1 is 3
n − 2n and the number of vertices
of the form described above is 2n. Thus, Proposition 3.15 follows.

4. Reduction rules of the flow polytope FG(a)
In this section we propose an algorithmic way of triangulating the flow polytope FG(a). This also
yields a systematic way to calculate the volume of FG(a) by summing the volumes of the simplices
in the triangulation. The process of triangulation of FG(a) is closely related to the triangulation
of root polytopes by subdivision algebras, as studied by Me´sza´ros in [15, 16].
Given a signed graph G on the vertex set [n + 1], if we have two edges incident to vertex i
with opposite signs, e.g., (a, i,−), (i, b,+) with flows p and q, we add a new edge not incident to
i, e.g., (a, b,+), and discard one or both of the original edges to obtain graphs G1, G2, and G3,
respectively. We then reassign flows to preserve the original netflow on the vertices. We look at all
possible cases and obtain the reduction rules (R1)-(R6) in Figure 5.
4.1. Reduction rules for signed graphs. Given a graph G on the vertex set [n + 1] and
(a, i,−), (i, b,−) ∈ E(G) for some a < i < b, let G1, G2, G3 be graphs on the vertex set [n+ 1] with
edge sets
E(G1) = E(G)\{(a, i,−)} ∪ {(a, b,−)},
E(G2) = E(G)\{(i, b,−)} ∪ {(a, b,−)},(R1)
E(G3) = E(G)\{(a, i,−)}\{(i, b,−)} ∪ {(a, b,−)}.
Given a graph G on the vertex set [n + 1] and (a, i,−), (i, b,+) ∈ E(G) for some a < i < b, let
G1, G2, G3 be graphs on the vertex set [n+ 1] with edge sets
E(G1) = E(G)\{(a, i,+)} ∪ {(a, b,+)},
E(G2) = E(G)\{(i, b,−)} ∪ {(a, b,+)},(R2)
E(G3) = E(G)\{(a, i,−)}\{(i, b,+)} ∪ {(a, b,+)}.
Given a graph G on the vertex set [n + 1] and (a, i,−), (b, i,+) ∈ E(G) for some a < b < i, let
G1, G2, G3 be graphs on the vertex set [n+ 1] with edge sets
E(G1) = E(G)\{(a, i,−)} ∪ {(a, b,+)},
E(G2) = E(G)\{(b, i,+)} ∪ {(a, b,+)},(R3)
E(G3) = E(G)\{(a, i,−)}\{(b, i,+)} ∪ {(a, b,+)}.
Given a graph G on the vertex set [n + 1] and (a, i,+), (b, i,−) ∈ E(G) for some a < b < i, let
G1, G2, G3 be graphs on the vertex set [n+ 1] with edge sets
E(G1) = E(G)\{(a, i,+)} ∪ {(a, b,+)},
E(G2) = E(G)\{(b, i,−)} ∪ {(a, b,+)},(R4)
E(G3) = E(G)\{(a, i,+)}\{(b, i,−)} ∪ {(a, b,+)}.
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Figure 5. Reduction rules from Equations (R1)-(R6). The original edges have flow
p and q. The outcomes have reassigned flows to preserve the original netflow on the
vertices.
Given a graph G on the vertex set [n + 1] and (a, i,−), (a, i,+) ∈ E(G) for some a < i, let
G1, G2, G3 be graphs on the vertex set [n+ 1] with edge sets
E(G1) = E(G)\{(a, i,+)} ∪ {(a, a,+)},
E(G2) = E(G)\{(a, i,−)} ∪ {(a, a,+)},(R5)
E(G3) = E(G)\{(a, i,+)}\{(a, i,+)} ∪ {(a, a,+)}.
Given a graph G on the vertex set [n + 1] and (a, i,−), (i, i,+) ∈ E(G) for some a < i, let
G1, G2, G3 be graphs on the vertex set [n+ 1] with edge sets
E(G1) = E(G)\{(a, i,−)} ∪ {(a, i,+)},
E(G2) = E(G)\{(i, i,+)} ∪ {(a, i,+)},(R6)
E(G3) = E(G)\{(a, i,−)}\{(i, i,+)} ∪ {(a, i,+)}.
We say that G reduces to G1, G2, G3 under the reduction rules (R1)-(R6). Figure 5 shows these
reduction rules graphically.
Proposition 4.1. Given a signed graph G on the vertex set [n + 1], a vector a ∈ Zn+1, and two
edges e1 and e2 of G on which one of the reductions (R1)-(R6) can be performed yielding the graphs
G1, G2, G3, then
FG(a) = FG1(a)
⋃
FG2(a), FG1(a)
⋂
FG2(a) = FG3(a), and FG1(a)◦
⋂
FG2(a)◦ = ∅,
where P◦ denotes the interior of P.
The proof of Proposition 4.1 is left to the reader. Figure 5 and the definition of a flow polytope
is all that is needed!
5. Subdivision of flow polytopes
In this section we use the reduction rules for signed graphs given in Section 4, following a specified
order, to subdivide flow polytopes. The main result of this section is the Subdivision Lemma as
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(a)T1 ∈ T −L,R (b)T2 ∈ T ±L,R((1, 5)) (c)T3 ∈ T ±L,R((1, 3, 5))
Figure 6. Examples of bipartite noncrossing trees that are: (a) negative (compo-
sition (1, 0, 1, 1, 0)), (b) signed with R+ = (1, 5) (composition (1+, 0−, 1−, 1−, 0+)),
(c) signed with R+ = (1, 3, 5) (composition (1+, 0−, 1+, 1−, 0+)).
stated below, and again in Lemma 5.8. While the notation of this lemma seems complicated at first,
the subsections below contain all the definitions and explanations necessary to understand it. This
lemma is key in all our pursuits: it lies at the heart of the relationship between flow polytopes and
Kostant partition functions. It also is a tool for systematic subdivisions, and as such calculating
volumes of particular flow polytopes.
Subdivision Lemma. Let G be a connected signed graph on the vertex set [n + 1] and FG(a) be
its flow polytope for a ∈ Zn+1. If for a fixed i in [n + 1] ai = 0 and G has no loops incident to
vertex i, then the flow polytope subdivides as:
(5.1) FG(a) =
⋃
T∈T ±Ii,Oi (O
+
i )
F
G
(i)
T
(a1, . . . , ai−1, âi, ai+1, . . . , an, an+1),
where G
(i)
T are graphs on the vertex set [n+ 1]\{i} as defined in Section 5.2; and T ±Ii,Oi(O+i ) is the
set of signed trees as defined in Section 5.1.
First we define the trees, or equivalently compositions, that are important for the subdivision
(Sections 5.1 and 5.2), then we define the order of application of reduction rules and restate and
prove the Subdivision Lemma (Section 5.3). In the next section we use this lemma to compute
volumes of flow polytopes for both signless graphs H and signed graphs G.
5.1. Noncrossing trees. The subdivisions mentioned above are encoded by bipartite trees with
negative and positive edges that are noncrossing. We start by defining such trees.
A negative bipartite noncrossing tree T with left vertices x1, . . . , x` and right vertices
x`+1, . . . , x`+r is a bipartite tree of negative edges that has no pair of edges (xp, x`+q,−), (xt, x`+u,−)
where p < t and q > u. If L and R are the ordered sets (x1, . . . , x`) and (x`+1, . . . , x`+r), let T −L,R be
the set of such noncrossing bipartite trees. Note that #T −L,R =
(
`+r−2
`−1
)
, since they are in bijection
with weak compositions of `− 1 into r parts. Namely, a tree T corresponds to the composition of
(indegrees −1) of the right vertices: (b1, . . . , br), where bi denotes the number of edges incident to
x`+i in T minus 1. See Figure 6 (a) for an example of such a tree.
A signed bipartite noncrossing tree is a bipartite noncrossing tree T with negative (·, ·,−)
and positive (·, ·,+) edges such that any right vertex is either incident to only negative edges or
only positive edges. Let T ±L,R(R+) be the set of signed bipartite noncrossing trees with ordered left
vertex set L = (x1, . . . , x`), ordered right vertex set R = (x`+1, . . . , x`+r), and R
+ denoting the
ordered set of right vertices incident to only positive edges (the ordering of R+ is inherited from the
ordering of R). Note that for fixed R+, #T ±L,R(R+) = #T −L,R, and we can encode such trees with a
signed composition (b±1 , b
±
2 , . . . , b
±
r ) indicating whether the incoming edges to each right vertex are
all positive or all negative and where bi denotes the number of edges incident to x`+i in T minus
1. See Figure 6 (b)-(c) for examples of such trees.
If either L or R is empty, the set T ±L,R(R+) consists of one element: the empty tree.
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By abuse of notation we sometimes write T ±L,R, where L and R are sets as opposed to ordered
sets. In these cases we assume that an order will be imposed on these sets.
5.2. Removing vertex i from a signed graph G. One of the points of the Subdivision Lemma
is to start by a graph G on the vertex set [n+ 1] and to subdivide the flow polytope of G into flow
polytopes of graphs on a vertex set smaller than [n + 1]. In this section we show the mechanics
of this. We take a signed graph G and replace incoming and outgoing edges of a fixed vertex i by
edges that avoid i and come from a noncrossing tree T . The outcome is a graph we denote by G
(i)
T
on the vertex set [n+ 1]\{i}. To define this precisely we first introduce some notation.
Given a signed graph G and one of its vertices i, let Ii = Ii(G) be the multiset of incoming
edges to i, which are defined as negative edges of the form (·, i,−). Let Oi = Oi(G) be the multiset
of outgoing edges from i, which are defined as edges of the form (·, i,+) and (i, ·,±). Finally, let
O±i be the signed refinement of Oi. Define indegG(i) := #Ii(G) to be the indegree of vertex i in
G.
Assign an ordering to the sets Ii and Oi and consider a tree T ∈ T ±Ii,Oi(O+i ). For each tree-edge
(e1, e2) of T where e1 = (r, i,−) ∈ Ii and e2 ∈ Oi (e2 = (i, s,±) or (t, i,+)), let edge(e1, e2) be the
following signed edge:
(5.2) edge(e1, e2) =

(r, s,±) if e2 = (i, s,±),
(r, t,+) if e2 = (t, i,+) and r ≤ t,
(t, r,+) if e2 = (t, i,+) and r > t.
Note that if e1 = (r, i,−) and e2 = (r, i,+), then we allow edge(e1, e2) to be the loop (r, r,+). Note
also that edge(e1, e2) is the edge corresponding to the type Cn+1 root v(e1) + v(e2) where v(e1)
and v(e2) are the positive type Cn+1 associated with e1 and e2.
The graph G
(i)
T is then defined as the graph obtained from G by removing the vertex i and all
the edges of G incident to i and adding the multiset of edges {{edge(e1, e2) | (e1, e2) ∈ E(T )}}.
See Figure 7 for examples of G
(i)
T .
Remark 5.3. If T is given by a weak composition of #Ii − 1 into #Oi parts, say (be)e∈Oi , then:
(i) we record this composition by labeling the edges e in Oi of G with the corresponding part
be. We can view this labeling as assigning a flow b(e) = be to edges e of G in Oi.
(ii) The be + 1 edges (·, e) in T coming from the part be of the composition will correspond to
be + 1 edges edge(·, e) in G(i)T . We think of these be + 1 edges as one edge e′ coming from
the original edge e in G, and be truly new edges.
The following is an easy consequence of the construction of G
(i)
T . (See the incoming and outgoing
edges in H and H
(2)
T ; and G and G
(2)
T ′ in Figure 7(a),7(b).)
Proposition 5.4. Given a graph G on the vertex set [n + 1], and i, j ∈ [n + 1], i < j, then the
numbers of incoming and outgoing edges of vertex j of the graph G
(i)
T on the vertex set [n+ 1]\{i}
built above are:
#Ij(G(i)T ) = #Ij(G) + #{{truly new edges (k, j,−) | k < i < j}},(5.5)
#Oj(G(i)T ) = #Oj(G) + #{{truly new edges (k, j,+) | k 6= i}}.(5.6)
A statement of similar flavor as Proposition 5.4 can be made for i > j, but we omit it as we do
not need it for our proofs.
Example 5.7. For the graph H, with only negative edges, in Figure 7(a): #I3(H(2)T ) = #I3(H)+2 =
5, #I4(H(2)T ) = #I4(H) + 1 = 4 and #O3(H(2)T ) = #O3(H) = 1.
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Figure 7. Replacing the incident edges of vertex 2 in (a) a graph H, with only
negative edges, by a noncrossing tree T encoded by the composition (1−, 0−, 2−) of
3 = indegH(2) − 1. (b) a signed graph G by a signed noncrossing tree T ′ encoded
by the composition (1+, 0−, 1+, 0−) of 2 = indegG(2)− 1.
For the signed graph G in Figure 7(b): #I3(G(2)T ′ ) = #I3(G)+0 = 2, #I4(G(2)T ′ ) = #I4(G)+0 = 2
and #O3(G(2)T ′ ) = #O3(G) = 2, and #O4(G(2)T ′ ) = #O4(G) + 1 = 2.
Next, we give a subdivision of the flow polytope FG of a signed graph G in terms of flow polytopes
F
G
(i)
T
of graphs G
(i)
T .
5.3. Subdivision Lemma. In this subsection we are ready to state again the Subdivision Lemma,
now with all the terminology defined, and prove it. We want to subdivide the flow polytope of a
graph G on the vertex set [n+1]. To do this we apply the reduction rules to incoming and outgoing
edges of a vertex i in G with zero flow. Then by repeated application of reductions to this vertex,
we can essentially delete this vertex from the resulting graphs, and as a result get to graphs on the
vertex set [n+ 1]\{i}. The Subdivision Lemma tells us exactly what these graphs, with a smaller
vertex set, are.
We have to specify in which order we do the reduction at a given vertex i, since at any given
stage there might be several choices of pairs of edges to reduce. First we fix a linear order θI on
the multiset Ii(G) of incoming edges to vertex i, and a linear order θO on the multiset Oi(G) of
outgoing edges from vertex i. Recall that Oi(G) also includes edges (a, i,+) where a < i. We
choose the pair of edges to reduce in the following way: we pick the first available edge from Ii(G)
and from Oi(G) according to the orders θI and θO. At each step of the reduction, one outcome
will have one fewer incoming edge and the other outcome will have one fewer outgoing edge. In
each outcome, when we choose the next pair of edges to reduce we pick the next edge from Ii(G)
and from Oi(G) that is still available. Since we only deal with the edges incident to vertex i, for
clarity we carry out the reductions on a graph B representing these edges ordered by θI and θO;
see Figure 8. The graph B has left vertices L, a middle vertex i, and right vertices R; and edges
{(et, i,−) | et ∈ L} ∪ {(i, ft,±) | ft ∈ R} where ± depends on the sign of ft.
The Subdivision Lemma shows that when we follow this order to apply reductions to a vertex
with zero flow the outcomes are encoded by signed bipartite noncrossing trees.
Lemma 5.8 (Subdivision Lemma). Let G be a connected signed graph on the vertex set [n + 1]
and FG(a) be its flow polytope for a ∈ Zn+1. Assume that for a fixed i in [n + 1], ai = 0 and G
has no loops incident to vertex i. Fix linear orders θI and θO on Ii(G) and Oi(G) respectively. If
we apply the reduction rules to edges incident to vertex i following the linear orders, then the flow
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fp+q+1
fp+q+k
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B
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e1f1 fp fp+1 e` fp+q i fp+q+kfp+q+1
. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .
G
Figure 8. Setting of Lemma 5.8 for edges incident to vertex i. We fix total orders θI
and θO on Ii(G) (represented by dashed arrow) and Oi(G) (represented by straight
and dotted arrows) respectively. The resulting bipartite trees are in T ±L,R(R+) where
L = θI(I), R = θO(O) and R+ = θO(O+).
polytope subdivides as:
(5.9) FG(a) =
⋃
T∈T ±L,R(R+)
F
G
(i)
T
(a1, . . . , ai−1, âi, ai+1, . . . , an+1),
where G
(i)
T is as defined in Section 5.2; and T ±L,R(R+) is the set of signed trees with L = θI(Ii), R =
θO(Oi) and R+ = θO(O+i ).
Proof. If either #Ii(G) or #Oi(G) equals 0, then the edges incident to i are all forced to have flow
0 and there is nothing to prove. In this case we call the graph obtained by deleting vertex i and the
edges incident to it from G the final outcome of the reduction process on the graph G. If #Ii(G)
and #Oi(G) are at least 1, apply the reduction rules (see Figure 5 for the rules) to pairs of edges
incident to i following the orders θI and θO. Each step of the reduction takes a graph G and gives
two graphs G1 and G2 as defined by the reduction rules (R1)-(R6) given in Section 4. Note that
G1 and G2 differ from G in exactly two edges: we deleted one edge incident to i from G and added
an edge not incident to i; the new edge will not take part in any other reduction on vertex i. We
continue the reduction until we obtain a graph G˜ with #Ii(G˜) or #Oi(G˜) equaling 1. Note that
once we obtain such a graph G˜, then one edge incident to vertex i will have a forced value for its
flow, and we can replace the graph G˜ on the vertex set [n + 1] with a graph Ĝ on the vertex set
[n + 1]\{i}, whose flow polytope is equivalent to that of G˜. We also call such graphs Ĝ the final
outcomes of the reduction process on the graph G. See Figure 9(a) for an illustration of how to get
from G˜ to Ĝ. A graph Ĝ is considered a final outcome for G with respect to the orders θI and
θO if it is obtained in one of the two ways described above.
We show by induction on cG := #Ii(G)+#Oi(G) that the final outcomes of the reduction process
on the graph G with respect to the orders θI and θO as described above are exactly the graphs G
(i)
T
for all noncrossing bipartite trees T in T ±L,R(R+) where L = θI(Ii), R = θO(Oi) and R+ = θO(O+i ).
Recall that such trees are in bijection with signed compositions (be)e∈R of #Ii(G)− 1 into #Oi(G)
parts.
The base case, when cG = 1, is trivial by the above discussion. Consider a graph G with cG > 1.
If either #Ii(G) or #Oi(G) equals 0 or 1, then doing as described in the first paragraph of the
proof we are done. If both #Ii(G) and #Oi(G) are greater than 1, then using linear orders θI
and θO we pick the next available pair of edges to reduce. The pair will be an incoming negative
edge e1 = (a, i,−) and an outgoing edge f1 = (i, b,±) or (b, i,+). We do one of the reduction
presented in Figure 5 and obtain graphs G′ and G′′ with a new edge edge(e1, f1) = (a, b,±)
and without (i, b,±) or (a, i,−) respectively (see Figure 9(b)). For both G′ and G′′ we have
cG′ = cG′′ = cG − 1 (Oi(G′) = Oi(G)\{(i, b,±)} and Ii(G′′) = Ii(G)\{(a, i,−)}). By induction,
the final outcomes of the reduction on G′ are G′(i)T ′ where T
′ are noncrossing bipartite trees in
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Figure 9. (a) Obtaining final outcomes Ĝ when either #Ii(G˜) = 1 or #Oi(G˜) = 1.
(b) Inductive step in proof of the Subdivision Lemma. (c) Example of a subdivision
(the selected edges to reduce are bold). The final outcomes indicated by X are
indexed by signed trees in T ±(e1,e2),(f1,f2,f3)(f1, f3) or equivalently the compositions
(0+, 0−, 1+), (0+, 1−, 0+), and (1+, 0−, 0+).
T ±L,R\{f1}. But T ′ ∪ (a, b,±) is still a noncrossing bipartite tree (since we follow the orders θIi(G)
and θOi(G)), G
′(i)
T ′ = G
(i)
T ′∪(a,b,±) and the set {T ′ ∪ (a, b,±) | T ′ ∈ T ±L,R\{f1}} is exactly the set of
trees in T ±L,R(R+) with bf1 = indeg(f1) − 1 = 0 (see Figure 9(b)). Let T (bf1=0) be the set of such
trees. Similarly, by induction, the final outcomes of the reduction on G′′ are the graphs G(i)T for
all trees T in T ±L,R(R+) where bf1 = indeg(f1) − 1 > 0. Let T (bf1>0) be the set of such trees.
Since T ±L,R(R+) = T (bf1=0) ∪ T (bf1>0) where the union is disjoint, then from G we obtain the final
outcomes G
(i)
T where T ∈ T ±L,R(R+).
So from the reduction we get flow polytopes F
G
(i)
T
(a′) where a′ = (a1, . . . , ai−1, âi, ai+1, . . . , an+1)
and T is in T ±L,R(R+). Thus, by repeated application of Proposition 4.1, it will follow that FG(a)
subdivides as a union of F
G
(i)
T
(a′) for all trees T in T ±L,R(R+) as desired. 
See Figure 9(c) for an example of a subdivision into final outcomes that are indexed by non-
crossing bipartite trees.
In the next section, we apply Lemma 5.8 to compute the volume of the flow polytope FG(a)
where G is a signed graph and a = (2, 0, . . . , 0), the highest root of the root system Cn+1. As a
motivation and to highlight differences, we first use a special case of the Subdivision Lemma, as
done by Postnikov and Stanley [19, 20], to compute the volume of the polytope FH(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1)
where H is a graph with only negative edges.
6. Volume of flow polytopes
In this section we use the Subdivision Lemma (Lemma 5.8) on flow polytopes FH(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1),
where H is a graph with only negative edges, and on FG(2, 0, . . . , 0), where G is a signed graph, to
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prove the formulae for their volume given in Theorem 6.2 ([19, 20]) and Theorem 6.17, respectively.
(Recall from Equation (2.9), that every flow polytope FG′(a) is a Minkowski sum of such flow
polytopes.) To establish the connection between the volume of flow polytopes and Kostant partition
functions for signed graphs, in Section 6.2 we introduce the notion of dynamic Kostant partition
functions, which specializes to Kostant partition functions in the case of graphs with only negative
edges.
6.1. A correspondence between integer flows and simplices in a triangulation of FH(e1−
en+1), where H only has negative edges. Let H be a connected graph on the vertex set [n+1]
and only negative edges, and FH(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1) be its flow polytope where (1, 0, . . . , 0,−1) ∈ Zn+1.
We apply Lemma 5.8 successively to vertices 2, 3, . . . , n which have zero netflow. At the end we
obtain the subdivision:
(6.1) FH(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1) =
⋃
T−n
· · ·
⋃
T−3
⋃
T−2
F
((···(H(2)
T−2
)
(3)
T−3
··· )(n)
T−n
(1,−1),
where T−i are noncrossing trees with only negative edges. See Figure 11(a) for an example of an out-
come of a subdivision of an instance of FH(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1). The graph Hn := ((· · · (H(2)T−2 )
(3)
T−3
· · · )(n)
T−n
consists of two vertices, 1 and n+1 and #E(H)−n+1 edges between them. Thus FHn(1,−1) is an
(#E(H)−n)-dimensional simplex with normalized unit volume (see Example 2.10 (i)). Therefore,
vol(FHn(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1)) is the number of choices of bipartite noncrossing trees T−2 , . . . , T−n where
T−i+1 encodes a composition of #Ii+1(Hi)− 1 with #Oi+1(Hi) parts. The next result by Postnikov
and Stanley [19, 20] shows that this number of tuples of trees is also the number of certain integer
flows on H. We reproduce their proof to motivate and highlight the differences with the case of
signed graphs discussed in the next subsection. This result also appeared in [4, Prop. 34].
Theorem 6.2 ([19, 20]). Given a loopless (signless) connected graph H on the vertex set [n + 1],
let di = indegH(i) − 1 for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}. Then, the normalized volume vol(FH(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1)) of
the flow polytope associated to graph H is
vol(FH(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1)) = KH(0, d2, . . . , dn,−
n∑
i=2
di),
where KH is the Kostant partition function of H.
Example 6.3 (Application of Theorem 6.2). The flow polytope FH(1, 0, 0,−1) for the negative
graph H in Figure 10 (a) has normalized volume 4. This is the number of flows on H with netflow
(0, d2, d3, d4) = (0, 3, 2,−5) where di = indegH(i)− 1, i.e., KH(0, 3, 2,−5) = 4. The four flows are
in Figure 10 (b).
Proof of Theorem 6.2. For this proof, let Hi := (· · · (H(2)T−2 )
(3)
T−3
· · · )(i)
T−i
for i = 2, . . . , n. From
Equation (6.1) and the discussion immediately after, we have that vol(FH(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1)) is the
number of choices of noncrossing bipartite trees (T−2 , . . . , T
−
n ) where T
−
i+1 encodes a composition
of #Ii+1(Hi) − 1 with #Oi+1(Hi) parts. We give a correspondence between
(
H; (T−2 , . . . , T
−
n )
)
and integer a-flows on H where a = (0, d2, . . . , dn,−
∑n
i=2 di). The proof is then complete since by
Remark 2.5 these integer flows are counted by KH(0, d2, . . . , dn,−
∑n
i=2 di).
To give the correspondence between
(
H; (T−2 , . . . , T
−
n )
)
and integer a-flows on H where a =
(0, d2, . . . , dn,−
∑n
i=2 di), recall that the tree T
−
i+1 is given by a composition (b
(i+1)
e )e∈Oi+1(Hi) of
#Ii+1(Hi) − 1 into #Oi+1(Hi) parts. By Remark 5.3 (i), we can encode this composition by
assigning a flow b(e) = b
(i+1)
e to edges e of Hi in Oi+1(Hi). But since H and Hi consist only of
negative edges, iterating Proposition 5.4 we see that
(6.4) #Oi+1(Hi) = #Oi+1(H).
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Figure 10. Example of Theorem 6.2 to find volFH(1, 0, 0,−1) = KH(0, 3, 2,−5) =
4: (a) Graph H with negative edges, (b) the four flows on H with netflow
(0, d2, d3, d4) = (0, 3, 2,−5) where di = indegH(i)− 1.
(In fact these sets are equal). Therefore, we can also encode the compositions on the edges of H.
So, for i = 2, . . . , n we record compositions (b
(i)
e )e∈Oi(H) (and thus the trees T
−
i ) as flows b(e) = b
(i)
e
on e ∈ Oi(H) of H. For i = 1, we assign flows b(e) = 0 for e ∈ O1(H). See the third column of
Figure 11(a) for an example of this encoding. Next we calculate the netflow on vertex i+ 1 of H:∑
e∈Oi+1(H)
b(e) = #Ii+1(Hi)− 1,(6.5)
∑
e∈Ii+1(H)
b(e) = #{{truly new edges (·, i+ 1,−)}}.(6.6)
Where Equation (6.5) follows since (b
(i+1)
e )e∈Oi+1(H) is a composition of #Ii+1(Hi) − 1. Equation
(6.6) follows from Remark 5.3 (ii). Then using these two equations the netflow ai+1 of vertex i+ 1
is
ai+1 =
∑
e∈Oi+1(H)
b(e)−
∑
e∈Ii+1(H)
b(e)
= (#Ii+1(Hi)− 1)−#{{truly new edges (·, i+ 1,−)}}.
By Proposition 5.4 we get #Ii+1(Hi) = #Ii+1(H) + #{{truly new edges (·, i+ 1,−)}}, so
ai+1 = (#Ii+1(H) + #{{truly new edges (·, i+ 1,−)}} − 1)−#{{truly new edges (·, i+ 1,−)}}.
So ai+1 = #Ii+1(H)− 1 = indegH(i+ 1)− 1 = di+1. Thus we have a map from
(
H; (T−2 , . . . , T
−
n )
)
to an integer a-flow in H where a = (0, d2, . . . , dn,−
∑n
i=2 di). See Figure 11(a) for an example of
this map.
Next we show this map is bijective by building its inverse. Given such an integer flow on H,
we read off the flows on the edges of Oi(H) for i = 2, . . . , n in clockwise order and obtain a
weak composition of Ni :=
∑
e∈Oi(H) b(e) with #Oi(H) parts. Next, we encode each of these
compositions as noncrossing trees T−i . We know that #Oi+1(H) = #Oi+1(Hi) and it is not hard
to show by induction on i that Ni+1 = #Ii+1(Hi)− 1 where Hi = (· · · (H(2)T−2 )
(3)
T−3
· · · )(i)
T−i
. Thus T−i
encodes a composition of #Ii+1(Hi) − 1 with #Oi+1(Hi) parts. Therefore, we also have a map
from an integer a-flow in H to a tuple (H; (T−2 , . . . , T
−
n )).
It is easy to see that the two maps described above are inverses of each other. This shows the
first of these maps is the correspondence we desired. 
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We now look at computing the normalized volume of FG(a) where G is a signed graph and
a = (2, 0, . . . , 0).
6.2. A correspondence between dynamic integer flows and simplices in a triangulation
of FG(2e1), where G is a signed graph. Let G be a connected signed graph on the vertex set
[n + 1] and a = (2, 0, . . . , 0). In order to subdivide the polytope FG(a), we follow the same first
steps as in the previous case. Mainly:
We apply Lemma 5.8 successively to vertices 2, 3, . . . , n+ 1 which have zero netflow. At the end
we obtain:
(6.7) FG(2, 0, . . . , 0) =
⋃
Tn+1
· · ·
⋃
T3
⋃
T2
F
(···(G(2)T2 )
(3)
T3
··· )(n+1)Tn+1
(2).
See Figure 11(b) for an example of an outcome of a subdivision of an instance of FG(2, 0, . . . , 0).
In this case, Gn+1 := (· · · (G(2)T2 )
(3)
T3
· · · )(n+1)Tn+1 is a graph consisting of one vertex with #E(G) − n
positive loops. Thus, FGn+1(2) is an (#E(G) − n − 1)-dimensional simplex with normalized unit
volume (see Example 2.10 (ii)). Therefore, vol(FG(2, 0, . . . , 0)) is the number of choices of signed
noncrossing bipartite trees T2, T3, . . . , Tn+1 where Ti+1 encodes a composition of #Ii+1(Gi) − 1
with #Oi+1(Gi) parts. However, instead of a correspondence between (G; (T2, T3, . . . , Tn+1)) and
the usual integer flows on G, there is a correspondence with a special kind of integer flow on G that
we call dynamic integer flow.
Next, we motivate the need of these new integer flows. Let Gi := (· · · (G(2)T2 ) · · · )
(i)
Ti
be as defined
above. The tree Ti+1 is given by a signed composition (b
(i+1)
e )e∈Oi+1(Gi) of #Ii+1(Gi) − 1 into
#Oi+1(Gi) parts. And again, by Remark 5.3 (i), we can encode the composition by assigning a
flow b(e) = b
(i+1)
e to edges e of Gi in Oi+1(Gi). However, contrary to Equation (6.4), iterating
Proposition 5.4 we get
(6.8) #Oi+1(Gi) ≥ #Oi+1(G),
e.g., in Figure 7 (b), O4(G) = {{(2, 4,+)}} andO4(G(2)T2 ) = {{(1, 4,+), (1, 4,+)}} where one of these
two edges is a truly new positive edge (see Remark 5.3). Thus, we cannot encode the compositions
as flows on a fixed graph G but rather on a graph G and #Oi+1(Gi)−#Oi+1(G) additional positive
edges incident to i. The number of such additional edges is determined by the integer flows assigned
to previous positive edges (k, i + 1,+) of G where k < i + 1. This is what we mean by dynamic
flow since the graph G changes as the flow is assigned. The next definition makes this precise.
Definition 6.9 (Dynamic integer flow). Given a signed graph G and an edge e = (i, j,+) of G, we
will regard e = (i, j,+) as two positive half-edges (i,∅,+) and (∅, j,+) that still have “memory”
of being together (see Figure 12 (a)). We assign nonnegative integer flows b`(e) and br(e) to the
left and right halves of the positive edge, starting at the left half-edge. Once we assign b`(e) units
of flow, we add b`(e) extra right positive half-edges incident to j. Any right positive half-edge
e′ is assigned a nonnegative integer flow br(e′) (whether it was an extra right positive half-edge, or
an original one). When we assign a nonnegative integer flow to a right positive half-edge no edges
of any kind are added making the process of adding extra edges to the graph finite.
An analogue of Equation (2.2) still holds:
(6.10)∑
e∈Ii(G)
b(e) +ai =
∑
e∈O−i (G)
b(e) +
∑
e=(i,·,+)∈O+i (G)
b`(e) +
∑
e=(·,i,+)∈O+i (G)
br(e) +
∑
extra right
half-edges e′ = (∅, i,+)
br(e
′),
where ai is the netflow at vertex i and Ii(G), O−i (G), and O+i (G) are the incoming and outgoing
to edges as defined in Section 5.2. We call these integer a-flows dynamic.
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Figure 11. Example of the subdivision to find the volume of (a) FH(1, 0, 0,−1)
for H with only negative edges and of (b) FG(2, 0, 0, 0) for signed G. The subdivision
is encoded by noncrossing trees Ti+1 that are equivalent to compositions (b1, . . . , br)
of #Ii+1(Hi)− 1 (#Ii+1(Gi)− 1 resp.) with #Oi+1(Hi) (#Oi+1(Gi) resp.) parts.
These trees or compositions are recorded by the integer (dynamic) flow on H\{1}
(G\{1} resp.) in the box with netflow (d2, d3,−d2 − d3) = (3, 2,−5) where di =
indegi(H)− 1 ((d2, d3, d4) = (2, 1, 1) where di = indegi(G)− 1 resp.).
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Figure 12. Example of dynamic flow: (a) signed graph G with positive edge e split
into two half-edges, (b) three of the 17 dynamic integer flows where b`(e) = 0, 1, and
2 so that zero, one and two right positive half-edges are added respectively.
Example 6.11. For the signed graph G in Figure 12 (a) with only one positive edge e = (1, 3,+),
we give three of its 17 integer dynamic flows with netflow (2, 1, 1) where we add b`(e) = 0, 1 and 2
right half-edges respectively.
We translate (5.6) from Proposition 5.4 in terms of integer dynamic flows to turn (6.8) into an
equality.
Lemma 6.12. Let G and G
(i)
T be as in Proposition 5.4, where the tree T is given by a weak
composition (be)e∈Oi(G) of #Ii(G) − 1. Assign an integer dynamic flow b(e) = be to the edges e
in Oi(G); more precisely, assign the flow b(e) = be to the negative edges e in Oi(G) and assign
the flow b`(e) = be to left part of the positive edges e in Oi(G). Finally, add extra positive right
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G
(a)
Dynamic flows on 1 0 1 :
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
2
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
(b)
Figure 13. Example of Theorem 6.17 to find volFG(2, 0, 0, 0) = KdynG (0, 1, 0, 1) =
5: (a) Signed graph G, (b) the five dynamic flows on G with netflow (0, d2, d3, d4) =
(0, 1, 0, 1) where di = indegG(i) − 1 (the last two flows have an additional right
positive half-edge).
half-edges according the definition of dynamic flow. Then for j in [n+ 1], j > i we have that
#Oj(G(i)T ) = #Oj(G) + #{{extra right half-edges (∅, j,+)}}.(6.13)
Example 6.14. For the signed graph G and the tree T2 encoding the composition
(b(1,2,+), b(2,4,−), b(2,4,+), b(2,3,−)) = (1+, 0−, 1+, 0−)
in Figure 7(b), #O4(G(2)T2 ) = 2, #O4(G) = 1 and there is one extra right half-edge (∅, 4,+) added
when we assign the flow b`(2,∅,+) = 1 to the left half-edge of (2, 4,+).
We also introduce an analogue of the Kostant partition function that counts integer dynamic
flows of signed graphs. Later, in Section 6.3 we will give a generating series for this function.
Definition 6.15 (Dynamic Kostant partition function). Given a signed graph G on the vertex set
[n+1] and a a vector in Zn+1, the dynamic Kostant partition function KdynG (a) is the number
of integer dynamic a-flows in G.
Example 6.16. For the signed graph G in Figure 12, KdynG (2, 1, 1) = 17.
We are now ready to state and prove our main result as an application of the technique we
developed.
Theorem 6.17. Given a loopless connected signed graph G on the vertex set [n + 1], let di =
indegG(i)− 1 for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}. The normalized volume vol(FG) of the flow polytope associated to
graph G is
vol(FG(2, 0, . . . , 0)) = KdynG (0, d2, . . . , dn, dn+1).
Example 6.18 (Application of Theorem 6.17). The flow polytope FG(2, 0, 0, 0) for the signed graph
G in Figure 13 (a) has normalized volume 5. This is the number of dynamic integer flows on G
with netflow (0, d2, d3, d4) = (0, 1, 0, 1) where di = indegG(i) − 1. The five dynamic integer flows
are in Figure 13 (b).
Proof of Theorem 6.17. Recall from the argument right before Definition 6.9, that vol(FG(2, 0, . . . , 0))
is the number of tuples (T2, . . . , Tn+1) of bipartite trees, each tree Ti+1 encoding a composition of
#Ii+1(Gi)− 1 with #Oi+1(Gi) parts (where Gi is the graph (· · · (G(2)T2 )
(3)
T3
· · · )(i)Ti ). We can encode
the parts of each composition as dynamic integer flows on G since by Lemma 6.12 we will have
#Oi+1(G) + #{{extra right half-edges (∅, i+ 1,+)}} = #Oi+1(Gi).
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Next, we calculate the netflow on vertex i+ 1 of G: by (6.10) we have
ai+1 =
=
∑
e∈O−i+1
b(e) +
∑
e=(i+1,·,+)∈O+i+1
b`(e) +
∑
e=(·,i+1,+)∈O+i+1
br(e) +
∑
extra e′ = (∅, i+ 1,+)
br(e
′)−
∑
e∈Ii+1
b(e).
Where the contributions of the flows of outgoing edges and incoming edges are
(6.19)∑
e∈O−i+1
b(e) +
∑
e=(i+1,·,+)∈O+i+1
b`(e) +
∑
e=(·,i+1,+)∈O+i+1
br(e) +
∑
extra e′ = (∅, i+ 1,+)
br(e
′) = #Ii+1(Gi)−1,
(6.20)
∑
e∈Ii+1
b(e) = #{{truly new edges (·, i+ 1,−)}},
where Equation (6.19) follows since by repeated applications of Lemma 6.12:
(be)e∈Oi+1(G)∪{{extra e′ = (∅, i+ 1,+)}}
is a composition of #Ii+1(Gi)− 1, and Equation (6.20) follows from Remark 5.3 (ii). Then ai+1 =
#Ii+1(Gi)− 1−#{{truly new edges (·, i+ 1,−)}}. Using Proposition 5.4 this simplifies to
ai+1 = (#Ii+1(G) + #{{truly new edges (·, i+ 1,−)}} − 1)−#{{truly new edges (·, i+ 1,−)}}.
So ai+1 = #Ii+1(G)− 1 = indegG(i+ 1)− 1. Thus we have a map from (G; (T2, . . . , Tn+1)) to an
integer dynamic a-flow in G where a = (0, d2, d3, . . . , dn+1) for di = indegG(i)−1. See Figure 11(b)
for an example of this map.
Next we show this map is bijective by building its inverse. Given such an integer dynamic flow
in G, we read off the flows on the edges of Oi(G) and the extra right positive half-edges e′ incident
to i for i = 2, . . . , n+ 1 in clockwise order. We obtain a weak composition of
Ni :=
∑
e∈Oi(G)
b(e) +
∑
extra half-edges e′ = (∅, i,+)
br(e
′),
into #Oi(G) + #{extra right half-edges (∅, i,+)} parts. Next, we encode these compositions as
signed noncrossing trees. By by repeated applications of Lemma 6.12, we know that
#Oi+1(G) + #{extra right half-edges (∅, i+ 1,+)} = #Oi+1(Gi),
and it is not hard to show by induction that Ni+1 = #Ii+1(Gi)−1 where Gi = (· · · (G(2)T2 )
(3)
T3
· · · )(i)Ti .
Thus Ti encodes a composition of Ii+1(Gi) − 1 with #Oi+1(Gi) parts. Therefore, we also have a
map from an integer dynamic a-flow in G to a tuple (G; (T2, . . . , Tn+1)).
It is easy to see that the two maps described above are inverses of each other. This shows the
first map is the correspondence we desired. 
We end this section by giving the generating series of KdynG (a) which we will use when we apply
Theorem 6.17 in Section 7.
6.3. A generating series for the dynamic Kostant partition function. Next, using Defini-
tions 6.9 and 6.15 we give the generating series of the dynamic Kostant partition function KdynG (a).
Proposition 6.21. The generating series of the dynamic Kostant partition function is
(6.22)
∑
a∈Zn+1
KdynG (a)x
a =
∏
(i,j,−)∈E(G)
(1− xix−1j )−1
∏
(i,j,+)∈E(G)
(1− xi − xj)−1,
where xa = xa11 x
a2
2 · · ·xan+1n+1 .
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Proof. By Definition 6.9 of the integer dynamic flow, if the left half-edge (i,∅,+) of a positive edge
e = (i, j,+) has flow k ∈ N then we add k extra right half-edges (∅, j,+) incident to j besides the
existing half-edge (∅, j,+). In this case the contribution to the generating series of the dynamic
integer flows is xki (1−xj)−k−1. Thus the total contribution to the generating series from e = (i, j,+)
in G is ∑
k≥0
xki (1− xj)−k−1 = (1− xj)−1(1− xi(1− xj)−1)−1
= (1− xi − xj)−1.
In addition, just as in (1.4) the contributions of negative edges e = (i, j,−) is (1 − xix−1j )−1.
Taking the product of these contributions for each of the edges of G gives the stated generating
series
∑
a∈Zn+1 K
dyn
G (a)x
a. 
Remark 6.23. By assigning the possible integer flows to left half-edges, adding the appropriate
number of right half-edges and correcting the netflow, it is possible to write the dynamic Kostant
partition function KdynG (a) as a finite sum of Kostant partition functions. For example for the graph
G in Figure 12: KdynG (2, 1, 1) = KG(0)(2, 1, 1)+KG(1)(1, 1, 1)+KG(2)(0, 1, 1) = 3+8+6 where G(i), for
i = 0, 1, 2, is obtained from G by setting the flow on the left half-edge (1,∅,+) to be i and adding
i right half-edges (∅, 4,+). This observation together with the piecewise quasipolynomiality of
KG(·) imply that KdynG (a) is a sum of piecewise quasipolynomial functions. It would be interesting
to study the chamber structure of KdynG .
7. The volumes of the (signed) Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytopes
When H = Kn+1, the complete graph on n+1 vertices, FKn+1(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1) is also known as the
Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytope CRY An [7, 8] (see Examples 2.10 (iii)). Such polytope is a face of the
Birkhoff polytope of all n×n doubly stochastic matrices. Zeilberger computed in [22] the volume of
this polytope using the Morris identity [18, Thm. 4.13]. This polytope has drawn much attention
with its combinatorial-looking volume
∏n−2
i=1 Cat(i), and the lack of a combinatorial proof of this
volume formula. In this section we study CRY An and its type Cn+1 and Dn+1 generalizations.
7.1. Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytope of type An. We reproduce an equivalent proof of Zeil-
berger’s result using Theorem 6.2. First we mention the version of the identity used in [22] and a
special value of it which gives a product of consecutive Catalan numbers. Then we use Theorem 6.2
to show that the volume of the polytope reduces to this value of the identity.
Lemma 7.1 (Morris Identity [22]). For a positive integers m, a, and b, and positive half integers
c, let
H(a, b, c;x1, x2, . . . , xm) :=
m∏
i=1
x−ai (1− xi)−b
∏
1≤i<j≤m
(xj − xi)−2c,
and let Mm(a, b, c) = CTxm · · ·CTx1H(a, b, c;x1, x2, . . . , xm), where CTxi mean the constant term
in the expansion of the variable xi. Then
(7.2) Mm(a, b, c) =
1
m!
m−1∏
j=1
Γ(a+ b+ (m− 1 + j)c)Γ(c)
Γ(a+ jc+ 1)Γ(b+ jc)Γ(c+ jc)
,
where Γ(·) is a gamma function (Γ(j) = (j − 1)! when j ∈ N).
Next, we give a special value of this identity.
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Corollary 7.3 ([22]). For the constant term Mm(a, b, c) defined above, we have
(7.4) Mm(2, 0, 1/2) = Mm(1, 1, 1/2) =
m∏
k=1
Cat(k),
where Cat(k) = 1k+1
(
2k
k
)
is the kth Catalan number.
Corollary 7.5 ([22]). For n ≥ 1, let Kn+1 be the complete graph on n + 1 vertices. Then the
volume of the flow polytope FKn+1(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1) is
vol(FKn+1(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1)) =
n−2∏
k=0
Cat(k),
where Cat(k) = 1k+1
(
2k
k
)
is the kth Catalan number.
Proof. If H = Kn+1, by Theorem 6.2 we have that
vol(FKn+1(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1)) = KKn+1(0, 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 2,−(n− 2)(n− 1)/2)
= KKn−1(1, 2, . . . , n− 2,−(n− 2)(n− 1)/2),
where we reduced from Kn+1 to Kn−1 since the netflow on the first two vertices of Kn+1 is zero.
Then from the generating series of the Kostant partition function (1.4):
(7.6) KKn−1(1, 2, . . . , n− 2,−
(
n−1
2
)
) = [x11x
2
2 · · ·xn−2n−2]
∏
1≤i<j≤n−1
(1− xix−1j )−1
∣∣∣∣∣∣
xn−1=1
where we have set xn−1 = 1 since its power is determined by the power of the other variables. Since
1/(1− xix−1j ) = xj/(xj − xi) then
volFKn+1(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1) = [x11x22 · · ·xn−2n−2] x01x12x23 · · ·xn−3n−2
n−2∏
i=1
(1− xi)−1
∏
1≤i<j≤n−2
(xj − xi)−1
= [x1x2 · · ·xn−2]
n−2∏
i=1
(1− xi)−1
∏
1≤i<j≤n−2
(xj − xi)−1.(7.7)
Since [x]f(x) = CTx
1
xf(x) we get
(7.8) volFKn+1(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1) = CTxn−2CTxn−3 · · ·CTx1
n−2∏
i=1
x−1i (1− xi)−1
∏
1≤i<j≤n−2
(xj − xi)−1.
Note that the right-hand-side above is Mn−2(1, 1, 1/2). Then by (7.4) the result follows. 
Remark 7.9. (i) Note that in this case of H = Kn+1, the multiset {{αi}} of roots corresponding to
the edges of Kn+1 are all the positive type An roots, and the netflow vector (1, 0, . . . , 0,−1) is the
highest root in type An. The volumes of FKn+1(a) for generic positive roots in An do not appear to
have nice product formulas. (ii) There is no combinatorial proof for the formula of the normalized
volume of FKn+1(1, 0, . . . , 0,−1). Another proof of this formula using residues was given by Baldoni
and Vergne [4, 5].
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7.2. Volumes of Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytopes of type Cn and type Dn. Recall from
Examples 2.10 (iv) that KDn is the complete signed graph on n vertices (all edges of the form
(i, j,±) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n corresponding to all the positive roots in type Dn), and CRYDn =
FKDn (2, 0, . . . , 0) is an analogue of the Chan-Robbins-Yuen polytope. Next, using Theorem 6.17
and Proposition 6.21 we express the volume of this polytope as the constant of a certain rational
function. This is an analogue of (7.8).
Proposition 7.10. Let CRYDn be the flow polytope FKDn (2, 0, . . . , 0) where KDn is the complete
signed graph with n vertices (all edges of the form (i, j,±), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n). Then
(7.11) vol(CRYDn) = CTxn−2 · · ·CTx1
n−2∏
i=1
x−1i (1− xi)−2
∏
1≤i<j≤n−2
(xj − xi)−1(1− xj − xi)−1
Proof. By Theorem 6.17 if G = KDn we have that
vol(FKDn (2, 0, . . . , 0)) = K
dyn
KDn
(0, 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 2).
So by Proposition 6.21 and since the netflow on the first two vertices is zero this volume is given
in terms of the generating series (6.22) of Kdyn
KDn
by
vol(FKDn (2, 0, . . . , 0)) = [x13x24 · · ·xn−2n ]CTx2CTx1
∏
1≤i<j≤n
(1− xix−1j )−1(1− xi − xj)−1.
Then by plugging in x1 = x2 = 0 and relabeling the variables xm 7→ xm−2 on
∏
1≤i<j≤n(1 −
xix
−1
j )
−1(1− xi − xj)−1 gives:
vol(FKDn (2, 0, . . . , 0)) = [x11x22 · · ·xn−2n−2]
∏
1≤i<j≤n−2
(1− xix−1j )−1(1− xi − xj)−1
∏
1≤i≤n−2
(1− xi)−2.
In addition, just as we did with CRY An+1 in (7.6)-(7.8) the above equation is equivalent to the
desired expression:
vol(FKDn (2, 0, . . . , 0)) = CTxn−2CTxn−3 · · ·CTx1
n−2∏
i=1
x−1i (1−xi)−2
∏
1≤i<j≤n−2
(xj−xi)−1(1−xj−xi)−1.

We get the following values for vn = vol(CRYDn) either through counting integer dynamic flows
(code available at [17]), or using (7.11), or direct volume computation (using the Maple package
convex [12] and code from Baldoni-Beck-Cochet-Vergne [3]):
n 2 3 4 5 6 7
vn 1 2 32 5120 9175040 197300060160
vn
vn−1 2
1 · 1 23 · 2 25 · 10 27 · 14 29 · 42
which suggests the following conjecture:
Conjecture 7.12. Let CRYDn be the flow polytope FKDn (2, 0, . . . , 0) where KDn is the complete
signed graph with n vertices (all edges of the form (i, j,±), 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n). Then the normalized
volume of CRYDn is
vol(CRYDn) = 2
(n−2)2
n−2∏
k=0
Cat(k).
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Remark 7.13. The right-hand-side of (7.11) looks like an evaluation of the right-hand-side of the
following generalization of the Morris identity (Lemma 7.1):
CTxm · · ·CTx1
m∏
i=1
x−ai (1− xi)−b
∏
1≤i<j≤m
(xj − xi)−2c(1− xi − xj)−2d.
for positive integers m, a, and b and positive half integers c and d. We were unable to find a formula
in terms of m, a, b, c for such a generalization.
Finally, we very briefly consider the flow polytopes: (i) FKCn (2, 0, . . . , 0) where KCn is the complete
signed graph with loops (i, i,+) corresponding to the type C positive roots 2ei, (ii) FKBn (2, 0, . . . , 0)
where KBn is the complete signed graph with loops (i, i,+) corresponding to the type B positive
root ei, (iii) FKCn (1, 1, 0, . . . , 0), and (iv) FKBn (1, 1, 0, . . . , 0). These polytopes also appear to have
interesting volumes:
Conjecture 7.14. Let KDn ,K
B
n ,K
C
n be the signed complete graphs whose edges correspond to the
positive roots in type Dn, Bn and Cn as defined above then
(7.15) volFKCn (2, 0, . . . , 0) = 2n−2 · vol(CRYDn)
and except for n = 2 (where volFKDn (2, 0) = volFKDn (1, 1)),
(7.16) volF
K
{B,C,D}
n
(2, 0, . . . , 0) = 2 · volF
K
{B,C,D}
n
(1, 1, 0, . . . , 0).
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